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Abstract Unexpected transit service disruptions degrade the quality of service 

provided to the public. “Bus bridging” is considered one of the key strategies 

employed to handle rail service interruptions, where buses are retracted from 

scheduled services and deployed to offer shuttle services along disrupted rail 

segments. Most transit agencies rely on ad-hoc approaches (based on experience) to 

determine the buses to be dispatched from the scheduled services, with little (or no) 

consideration of the impacts on users’ delays. This paper presents a practical tool to 

estimate the total users’ delay associated with a user specified bus bridging 

strategy/plan. The delay involves two components; direct delays of affected rail 

passengers along the disrupted segment and indirect delays of bus riders on the routes 

from which shuttle buses are dispatched. The tool utilizes several input datasets, e.g. 

travel times, train load information, boarding and alighting passenger counts, bus 

frequencies, and routes’ cycle times. As a first implementation, the tool is developed 

and tested on a case study of the TTC, the public transit provider in the City of 

Toronto. 
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1 Introduction 

A reliable transit system, with minimum number of service interruptions and ensuing 

delays, is considered a priority for transit agencies. This is due to the fact that transit 

service interruptions (or incidents) considerably degrade the quality of transit service 

provided to the public and reduce the system’s ability to retain existing customers and 

attract new ones. Transit users usually value service predictability and reliability more 

than any other service attribute, which helps them better plan their daily activities 

(Bates, Polak, Jones, & Cook, 2001; Nam, Park, & Khamkongkhun, 2005; Noland & 

Polak, 2002).  

In the face of transit service interruptions, particularly those of rail service, transit 

agencies and authorities employ several disruption management strategies (or 

emergency response plans) to mitigate and reduce the impact of unexpected 

disruptions on users’ costs. Chicago Transit Authority and London Underground 

simply direct commuters to other network lines; however, this option is limited when 

buses play the role as feeders to the metro network (Pender et al., 2013). Other 

agencies like Société de Transport de Montreal and Amtrak switch to single track 

operations (Pender et al., 2013); however, this option is not feasible when the 

disruption causes the closure of both tracks. The Toronto Transit commission (TTC), 

Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority, MetroTrains Melbourne, and 

Adelaide, Australia use the bus rail-replacement strategy, known as bus-bridging, 

which is the most employed strategy in North America and Europe (Pender et al., 

2013). Bus-Bridging refers to the strategy of providing temporary bus shuttle services 

that restore connectivity between disrupted metro or railway stations (Kepaptsoglou 

and Karlaftis, 2009). Nevertheless, transit agencies normally rely on experience and 

use ad-hoc methods to pull buses from scheduled services, with limited ability of 

assessing in real time the impact of any specific bus bridging assignment on users’ 

delays at the system level. Therefore, deployed bus bridging assignments are often in 

efficient and far from optimal. 

The literature features very few studies that addressed the effectiveness and impacts 

of the bus bridging strategy. Kepaptsoglou and Karlaftis, (2009) and Codina and 

Marin, (2010) developed a mathematical formulation to assign shuttle buses to a 

temporary network that connects disrupted stations. Jin, Teo, and Odoni (2016) 

focused on minimizing travel time delays of disrupted metro passengers by generating 

a temporary integrated rail-bus network. However, the study did not consider the 

additional delay incurred by riders of bus routes from which buses diverted to the 

disrupted rail section. Other researchers, like Pender, Delbosc, Currie, and Shiwakoti 

studied different aspects of bus bridging. In 2013, they investigated the impact of the 

locations of bus depots on the travel time of shuttle buses. This strategy is effective 

when reserve or spare buses located in depots are dispatched for the shuttle service, 

but not when buses are pulled from scheduled services. In 2015, the same authors 
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tested a new method to explore the economic viability of providing dedicated bus 

fleet reserved for bus bridging purposes. Although the research on bus-bridging is 

diverse, few studies focused on quantifying the impact of pulling shuttle buses from 

scheduled services on the overall system performance, including bus riders.  

This paper aims at filling the aforementioned gap by introducing a Users’ Delay 

Modelling Tool. The tool employs an analytical approach to estimating the impacts 

of user specified ‘bus bridging’ scenarios on the total users’ delay, as well as other 

system performance measures. Accordingly, it can be utilized by operational 

management departments of transit agencies as a decision support tool to analyse, 

compare and select appropriate disruption response plans/scenarios. It can also be 

utilized for post evaluation of response strategies and staff training. Moreover, the 

increased availability of passive transit data sources; such as, automated vehicle 

location (AVL) data, automated fare collection (AFC) data, and automated passenger 

count (APC) data, can later enable the real-time operationalization of the developed 

Users’ Delay Modelling Tool. The tool is demonstrated in this paper through a case 

study of the TTC (the City of Toronto’s public transit provider). 

2 Overview of the Users’ Delay Modelling Tool 

This study proposes a practical tool to evaluate and compare bus bridging scenarios 

specified by the user to deal with railway service interruptions. The tool estimates the 

users’ delays (i.e. excess waiting times due to disruption) of both directly and 

indirectly affected passengers in the system. The directly affected passengers are 

those waiting for the shuttle buses on the disrupted rail segment. On the other hand, 

the indirectly affected passengers are bus riders experiencing extra waiting times on 

the bus routes from which some buses are dispatched. Moreover, the tool delivers 

other measurements that assess the performance of the bus bridging scenario from a 

transit operations perspective, as is detailed throughout this section.  

The tool takes as input two types of data, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The first one 

corresponds to the specifications of the bus bridging scenario under investigation; 

e.g., the incident location, the number of buses considered for dispatching and the 

source routes from which buses will be dispatched. The second type of data involves 

transit demand, service data, and network travel time information; e.g., train average 

loads per station, bus ridership data, and travel times between bus route terminals and 

the disrupted segment. Further details of the input data, the methodological approach 

followed to model and evaluate bus bridging scenarios, and the tool output 

calculations and performance measures are presented in the following sub-sections. 
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Fig. 1 Simplified framework of the Users' Delay Modelling Tool 

2.1 Bus Bridging Scenario Modelling Approach 

Fig. 2 shows a schematic representation of a disrupted railway segment where trains 

return both ways at the end stations (A and B), assuming that service is disrupted in 

both directions, and shuttle buses are dispatched from different routes to serve metro 

passengers affected by the disruption. 

 

Fig. 2 Railway Disruption Management through Bus Bridging 

A macroscopic approach of deterministic queueing is employed in this study to model 

the arrival of rail users at each disrupted station and their departure on shuttle buses . 

Deterministic queueing adopts fluid-flow approximation rules, in which the actual 

discrete arrival or departure of passengers is modelled as a continuous flow of fluid 

through a pipe. Microscopic modelling approaches provide high level of analysis 

details (that goes to a passenger level). Nevertheless, these approaches often require 

complex modelling with a large number of parameters to be calibrated on a case-by-

case basis, not to mention their large computational needs. Unlike microscopic 

approaches, fluid-flow approximation provides simple graphical/analytical solutions 
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for overly-crowded queueing systems (e.g., during service disruptions) (Newell, 

1982). This feature is of special importance, as it reduces the computational 

requirements (in terms of time and memory) of the tool and hence enables its 

employment in real-time large-scale transit control operations. 

Passengers’ arrival information at each station is obtained from the transit demand 

data provided as input to the tool. On the other hand, passengers’ departures from a 

station depend on the arrival times of shuttle buses and their available capacity upon 

arrival at this station. The estimation of bus arrival times at different stations is 

performed based on the bus bridging scenario specifications (e.g., the number of 

shuttle buses and their origin routes), in addition to the network travel times data 

provided as input to the tool (Fig. 1).  

This section presents the macroscopic approach followed in this study to model: 1) 

the major movement time-stamps of shuttle buses (e.g., leaving the route terminal, 

serving the disrupted segment, and returning to the terminal after the end of the 

disruption) and the associated loading/unloading passenger dynamics, and 2) the 

evolution of passengers’ arrival and service curves (approximated via deterministic 

queueing) at each disrupted station. The estimation of the - direct and indirect - users’ 

delays is carried out following the modelling process of the bus bridging scenario 

being evaluated, as is detailed next. 

2.1.1 Shuttle Bus Trip Tracking and Bus Riders’ Delay Calculations 

Fig. 3 shows the typical shuttle bus cycle during railway service disruption, from the 

beginning of the incident until the bus returns to its regular route service after the 

incident is cleared. The initial response time is the time it takes the control and 

management centre of the transit agency to react to incidents; it includes the incident 

reporting time and the time it takes the control centre to call different bus divisions 

and request shuttle service. Once a shuttle service request is placed for a specific 

route, the time elapsed until the first available bus completes its trip on this route, 

before it is dispatched from one of the route’s terminal stops, is referred to as the bus 

pull out time. The pull out time of each shuttle bus is approximated in this study as 

half the scheduled headway value of its regular route service (assuming the request 

call is received randomly between two successive bus arrivals at the route terminal). 

If more than a single bus will be pulled from the same route, it is assumed that they 

will not be two consecutive buses, to avoid creating long headway gaps for bus riders 

of that route. For example, if two or more buses are requested from the same route, 

the first available bus at the terminal will be dispatched, the next one will stay in 

service, the third will be dispatched, and so on. Once dispatched from the route 

terminal, each shuttle bus takes some time, referred to as deadhead time (I), to arrive 

at one end of the disrupted rail segment 
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Fig. 3 Shuttle Bus Service Typical Cycle (Diab et al., 2017) 

The shuttle service time of each dispatched bus consists of a series of dwell times, for 

passengers’ alighting/boarding, and travel times between disrupted stations. The 

dwell times are estimated in this study based on the input transit demand data provided 

to the tool (described in detail in section 2.2). When the incident is cleared, buses do 

not return immediately to their original routes; rather, each bus takes additional time 

to transport passengers on board to the next immediate metro station before it goes 

back to its original route. This additional time is approximated in this study as half 

the average station-to-station travel time and added to the bus shuttle service time. 

The last component of a shuttle bus trip is the deadhead time (II) taken by the bus to 

return to its original route service. The bus deadhead and travel times between 

disrupted stations are extracted from the network travel time information provided as 

input to the tool (Fig. 1). It is assumed in this study that buses are filled to their crush 

capacity during the shuttle service. 

According to the shuttle bus cycle discussed above, it can be noticed that the out-of-

original service time (time during which the bus is away from its original route) 

consists of two main components, namely dead-head times and shuttle service time. 

It is obviously more desirable and efficient, from a transit operations perspective, to 

maximize the shuttle service time within the bus out-of-original service time. This is 
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one of the output performance measures provided by the tool to assess the bus 

bridging scenario (as is detailed in section 2.3). If the incident is cleared while a 

certain dispatched bus is on the way to the incident location (i.e., before it arrives and 

starts serving the disrupted segment), the bus is assumed to return immediately to its 

original route. In this case, the bus is referred to as a non-utilized shuttle bus; its out-

of-original service time is considered as a wasted time, since the bus was 

unnecessarily dispatched from its original route (causing delays for bus riders) 

without providing shuttle service. Having non-utilized shuttle buses is obviously an 

indication of poor performance of the bus bridging assignment. The number of non-

utilized shuttle buses and the amount of bus waste time associated with the bus 

bridging scenario (if any) are also reported as part of the tool output performance 

measures (details in section 2.3). 

For each retracted bus from a certain route, passengers who would have ridden this 

bus from any stop would have to wait an additional time equal to the route service 

headway (i.e. until the arrival of the following bus). The implicit assumption made 

here is that passengers of the dispatched buses will not wait for more than one bus, 

implying that the route has enough spare capacity to accommodate the riders of the 

dispatched buses. Therefore, the passengers’ delay associated with each retracted bus, 

 𝐷𝑏𝑢𝑠, is calculated according to equation 1.  

 𝐷𝑏𝑢𝑠 = 𝑅 ∗ 𝐻 ∗ 𝑀                          (1) 

Where,  

• 𝑅 is the bus ridership per cycle; it represents the average number of 

passengers who ride the bus per cycle at the time period in which the rail 

disruption occurred (e.g. the morning period), 

• 𝐻 is the bus service headway, and  

• 𝑀 is the number of missed cycles; it is calculated as the bus out-of-original-

service duration divided by the route cycle time.  

The crowding penalty incurred by all bus passengers due to higher in-vehicle loading, 

as a result of bus dispatching from the route, is not considered in this study. Finally, 

the total bus riders’ delay is calculated by summing the delays calculated individually 

for all shuttle buses to be pulled from a set of routes. 

2.1.2 Metro Passengers’ Queue Evolution and Delay Calculations 

As mentioned earlier, a deterministic queueing approach is adopted in this study to 

model and calculate the total metro passengers’ queueing delays associated with 

certain bus bridging assignment scenarios. In deterministic queuing systems, the 

arrival and service rates of customers are assumed to be uniform (i.e. constant) per 

unit time. This yields a simple graphical representation of the arrival/departure 

process through which the queue evolution and dissipation can be easily tracked, and 

hence queuing delays and other measurements (e.g., the maximum queueing length 
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and the maximum queue waiting time) can be estimated with minimal time/memory 

resources. 

For each metro station and direction along the disrupted segment, the passengers’ 

arrival curve is estimated based on the passengers’ demand pattern of that station, 

obtained from the transit demand data provided to the tool. The passengers’ 

departure/service curve is estimated based on the arrival pattern of shuttle buses at 

that station, which is estimated through the shuttle bus (temporal) tracking process 

described in the previous section. Two types of passengers arrive, through passengers 

and local passengers, each at their own rate, at the end stations of the disrupted 

segment (A or B). Through passengers are those who get off trains being turned back 

(due to disruption) and wait for the shuttle service. Their arrival rate is estimated 

based on the rail service headway and the average train loads at each end station. On 

the other hand, local passengers are pedestrians walking to the station to ride the metro 

and passengers transferring from other feeder buses and/or streetcars to the metro line 

at this station. As is obvious, the passengers’ arrival curves at intermediate (i.e., non-

end) disrupted stations are formed only from local passengers arriving at those 

stations. 

The total passengers’ queueing delay at each metro station and direction (during 

disruption) is hence calculated as the area between the passengers’ arrival and 

departure/service curves at this station, from the beginning to the end of the disruption 

period. This is illustrated in Fig. 4 for one of the disrupted segment end stations (A or 

B), where the passenger load of trains being turned back (i.e., the through passengers) 

contribute heavily to the accumulated arrivals at those stations. 

Shuttle buses start serving at each direction (from station A or B) with a zero-

occupancy state. Accordingly, there will not be any alighting passengers from shuttle 

buses at the start station of each direction, whereas the number of boarding passengers 

(i.e., the bus occupancy in this case) will be equal to the minimum of these two 

quantities: ‘bus crush capacity’ and ‘awaiting queue length at the station when the bus 

arrives’. The occupancy level of the bus is updated as it moves from one station to 

another. The number of alighting passengers is calculated first, based on the input 

transit demand data, which determines the bus available capacity before other 

passengers start boarding. The number of boarding passengers is then calculated as 

the minimum of these two quantities: ‘bus available spare capacity’ and ‘awaiting 

queue length at the station when the bus arrives’. The bus dwell time at each station 

is then calculated by multiplying half the total number of alighting and boarding 

passengers by the average service time (for alighting/boarding) per passenger, under 

the assumption that the shuttle bus has two doors and hence two boarding/alighting 

activities can be performed simultaneously. 
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Fig. 4 Passengers’ arrival and departure curves at station A or B 

It is important, however, to emphasize that the queuing delay incurred by the through 

passengers while waiting for shuttle buses is entirely an extra delay (above their 

normal trip time) caused by the disruption; in its absence, those passengers would 

have completed their trips without experiencing that extra waiting time. However, the 

case is different for local passengers, as they would have to wait for the first arriving 

train at the station in the absence of rail disruption. Therefore, to estimate the extra 

delays local passengers experience due to disruption, the ‘original average waiting 

times’ of those passengers are estimated and subtracted from the total queueing delays 

(calculated from the area between arrival and service curves). The original average 

waiting time for a local passenger is approximated in this study as half the average 

train headway, assuming random passenger arrivals to the station and even headways. 

The total metro passengers’ delays associated with the bus bridging assignment under 

investigation, are hence calculated by summing up the delays for all metro stations 

along the disrupted segment (on both directions). It should be acknowledged, 

however, that the calculations made to estimate the metro users’ delays assume that 

passengers will not look for other travel options during the disruption (i.e., they will 

remain in the system). According to this assumption, the output delay calculated by 

the tool can be considered as an estimation of the users’ delays associated with the 

bus bridging assignment in the worst-case, i.e., when all affected metro passengers 

wait for shuttle service. Additionally, shuttle bus speeds are clearly lower than train 

speeds, which entails larger in-vehicle-travel-times (IVTT) experienced by 

passengers due to disruption. This difference was not considered as part of the total 

users’ delay calculations in this study. i.e., the delays estimated represent the extra 
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waiting-times incurred by passengers due to disruption. However, this should not 

affect the ability of the tool to compare the performance of alternative scenarios, as 

the difference in IVTT is the same for all of them. 

2.2 Input Data Requirements 

In order to operationalize the users’ delay modelling tool, two types of data are 

required as input to the tool (see Fig. 1), as is detailed next. 

2.2.1 Bus Bridging Scenario Specification Information 

Table 1 summarizes the input information required to identify the bus bridging 

scenario under investigation. The first data category corresponds to the incident itself, 

while the second one is related to the shuttle buses’ response plan specified by the 

user. 

Table 1 Bus bridging scenario specification information 

Incident Related 

Information 

Incident location (start and end stations of the disrupted railway segment). 

Incident start time and expected duration. 

Shuttle Buses Related 

Information 

Number of shuttle buses to be dispatched (𝑁). 

Selected bus routes from which shuttle buses will be dispatched. 

The number of buses to be dispatched from each route (𝑁𝑖). 

The end station (A or B) to which each shuttle bus will be initially 

dispatched. 

 

2.2.2 Transit Demand/Service Data and Travel Time Information 

The second type of input data is provided in Table 2. The data can be generally 

classified into two categories; transit related demand/service data of the railway line 

and the bus routes associated with the bus bridging scenario, and traffic network travel 

times estimations. 

The increased deployment and use of transit intelligent transport system (ITS) has 

availed rich sensor data which can provide the required data inputs. Transit service 

data can be provided by a combination of Google Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) 

data and real-time automatic vehicle location (AVL) data. Transit demand data could 

be sourced from automatic passenger counting (APC) and automated fare collection 

(AFC) systems, which are increasingly being deployed by transit agencies. Travel 

time information could be sourced either by using public travel time APIs (e.g. the 

Google Maps API) or models developed based on historical AVL and other data (Wen 

et al., 2018). 
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Table 2 Required transit demand/service data and travel time information 

Transit 

Demand/Service 

Data 

Railway 

Segment 

Related Data 

Train loads and arrival frequency at both ends of the 

disrupted segment (i.e., at stations A and B). 

 

The arrival rate of local transit users (i.e., boarding 
passengers) at each station/direction along the disrupted 

segment. 

 

The average number of alighting passengers at each 

station/direction along the disrupted segment. 

  

Bus Routes 

Related Data 

Bus service frequency. 
 

Bus average ridership (i.e., total number of boarding 

passengers) per cycle. 

 

Bus average cycle time (the time elapsed from the 

moment the bus leaves a route terminal until it 

completes a full cycle and is ready to leave again from 
the same terminal). 

 

Travel Time Data (Traffic Network) 

Travel time of each shuttle bus between the closest 

route terminal to the disrupted railway segment and one 
end of the segment (i.e., bus deadhead times). 

 

Bus travel times between adjacent stations along the 
disrupted railway segment. 

 

2.3. Tool Output Performance Measures of the Bus Bridging Scenario 

Fig. 5 shows the output calculations reported by the Users’ Delay Modelling Tool at 

disaggregate (per station and shuttle bus) and aggregate (system-wide) levels. The 

reported calculations facilitate the assessment of any bus bridging scenario from: 1) 

the transit users’ perspective; e.g., direct and indirect users’ delays, and 2) the transit 

operators’ perspective; e.g., the % of non-utilized buses, the bus waste time, the 

temporal distribution of shuttle bus arrivals at disrupted stations, and the bus deadhead 

times indicating the proximity of selected bus routes to the incident location. 

The tool presented in this study can be utilized by transit control centres as a powerful, 

computationally efficient decision support tool to analyse potential bus bridging 

scenarios based on various metrics. The effect of changing any incident or scenario 

related specification (Table 1) can be estimated at a detailed level (up to a single 

station/direction or a single bus). The tool is demonstrated, and its effectiveness is 

assessed through a case study of the TTC. 
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Fig. 5 Output Calculations from the Users' Delay Modelling Tool 

3 Case Study of TTC Bus Bridging Scenarios 

This section presents a case study of the public transit provider in the City of Toronto, 

the TTC, to validate the User’s Delay Modelling Tool and show its effectiveness in 

analysing different bus bridging scenarios. The TTC operates a grid network of 4 

Subway lines, 11 streetcar lines, and 146 bus routes.  The subway network covers a 

length of 68 km and served 224 million passengers-trips in 2016. The streetcar 

network extends over a length of 338 km and served around 61 million passengers-

trips, while the bus network extends over a length of 6,807 km and served around 253 

million passengers-trips in 2016. The TTC operates the network using a substantial 

fleet of 1,926 buses, 249 streetcars, and 868 trains (TTC, 2016). Fig. 6 shows the 

network operated by TTC in 2016; however, the map does not show the recent subway 

expansions (e.g. Toronto-York Spadina Subway Expansion) and the ongoing 

developments (e.g. Crosstown (line5) and Finch west LRT (line6)). 

The TTC employed the bus-bridging strategy in response to 144 unplanned-subway 

closures in 2015; this approximates to 0.4 incidents per day requiring shuttle buses 

(Diab et al., 2017). Knowing that the average incident duration is 86 mins and that 

Reported Calculations for each Disrupted Station (per Direction): 

•Metro passengers’ delays (direct delays). 

• Shuttle buses’ arrival times and associated occupancy levels 

throughout the disruption period. 

•Queue length at the end of disruption. 

• The maximum passenger queuing delay. 

• The maximum queue length. 

Reported Calculations for each Shuttle Bus: 

Aggregate Calculations: 

• Bus riders’ delays (indirect delays). 

• Bus out-of-original-service time. 

• Bus shuttle service time. 

•Whether or not the bus was non-utilized (i.e., dispatched but did 

not serve the disrupted segment). 

• Total metro passengers’ delays (total direct delays). 

• Total bus riders’ delays (total indirect delays). 

• Total users’ delays (both). 

• Total buses’ waste time (of non-utilized buses). 

• The percentage of utilized shuttle buses. 
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the TTC follows an ad-hoc procedure in dispatching shuttling buses to connect the 

disrupted stations (Diab et al., 2017), the transit users’ delays are expected to be 

extensive.  

 
Fig. 6 2016 TTC Transit Network 

A simple criterion was developed by the TTC to determine the number of shuttle 

buses needed to serve subway passengers affected by any disruption event. This 

number is pre-defined based on the expected incident duration (1-30 minutes, 30+ 

minutes), the number of disrupted stations (1-4 stations, 5-9 stations, 10+ stations), 

and the time-period during which the incident occurs (AM peak period, Mid-day, PM 

peak period, and evening). Table 3 summarizes the TTC strategy in which a fixed 

percentage of buses, from the total number of buses serving under regular service, are 

dispatched for shuttle service based on the incident specifications.  

Table 3 Number of shuttle buses to be dispatched for shuttle services 

 
       *Source: TTC’s Route Management Department 

Although TTC’s dispatching policy aims at reducing the subway passengers’ delays, 

it does not measure them explicitly, neither does it quantify the resulting delays 

imposed on bus riders at the routes from which buses are pulled. As such, the policy 

could deploy inefficient bus bridging strategies, which would likely impose excessive 
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waiting time on both affected subway passengers and passengers originally using the 

selected bus routes. For a more detailed description about the TTC procedure in 

dealing with subway disruptions, see Diab, et al. (2017). 

3.1 Input Data Preparation 

For the TTC case study, the input data required by the tool is extracted from three 

different sources. The first dataset includes a travel time matrix estimated from each 

single bus route terminals to all subway stations across the system, and from each 

subway station to all other stations. The travel times were estimated using the driving 

mode on Google Maps in May 2017 to give an approximation of the bus deadhead 

time between locations along the system. The second dataset includes information 

about the transit ridership in Toronto for the subway system as well as the bus system. 

Specifically, the dataset includes the total number of local transit users (e.g., boarding 

passengers) as well as the total number of through passengers (e.g., passengers who 

are travelling through the interrupted segment) at each subway station, broken down 

by direction of travel. This dataset also includes bus routes’ ridership in terms of the 

total number of boarding passengers by trip. In the absence of readily available smart 

card or APC count data, for the purpose of this case study, this dataset was generated 

using Nexus, a transit network simulation model of the AM peak Toronto transit 

network; for further details about the model, see Srikukenthiran and Shalaby 

(2017).  Finally, the bus service scheduled travel times, cycle times and headways 

were obtained using static General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) data for the 

TTC network. 

The tool assumes an average train headway of 3 minutes based on the scheduled train 

service during the morning peak period (TTC, 2016). The initial response time of 

shuttle buses is set at 5 mins. The bus crush capacity is assumed to be 60 passengers, 

in accordance with the TTC’s published specifications for a standard bus with 30 seats 

(TTC, 2016). According to the Transit Capacity and Quality Service Manual, 3rd 

edition (TCQM, 2013), the service time per passenger, boarding or alighting the 

shuttle bus, when no fare payment is required and with standing passengers inside the 

bus is around 2.25s/passenger. The numbers are summarized in Table 4. 

Table 4 Input Assumptions 

Input Parameter Assumed Value 

Average train headway 3 minutes  

Initial response time  5 minutes 

Bus crush capacity 60 passengers  

Boarding/alighting time 2.25s/passenger  
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3.2 TTC Incident Description 

In order to validate and test the effectiveness of the tool, subway disruption data is 

utilized. The TTC’s Route Management department provided detailed reports about 

all 2015 rail incidents for which shuttle buses were dispatched. The reports include 

detailed information about the incident, including its duration, location, the closed 

subway segment, date and time at which it occurred, the incident type, the number of 

shuttle buses dispatched, and the major timestamps of the shuttle bus trip (e.g., the 

dispatch time, the shuttle service start time, and the return time) (Diab et al., 2017). 

The data also provides detailed information about the dispatched shuttle buses 

including: 

• selected route number 

• number of buses pulled from each route 

• time spent by each bus on shuttle 

• time at which buses were pulled from their original route 

• time by which each bus has returned to its route 

A major incident is tested using the User’s Delay Modelling tool by generating 

different scenarios through modification of some of the provided specifications of the 

original response plan. The selected incident happened at St. Clair station, midway 

between Bloor-Yonge and Eglinton stations causing the closure of one of the busiest 

sections of line 1 of the subway network during the morning peak period, as shown 

in Fig. 7. The TTC dispatched 23 shuttle buses from different routes in response to 

this incident. The map above highlights the bus routes from which shuttle buses were 

pulled. One bus was dispatched from each route except for routes 34 and 54, where 3 

and 2 buses were pulled from each, respectively. The bus-bridging specifications of 

the actual incident are listed below. 

• Incident Duration: 31 minutes 

• Disrupted Segment: between Bloor-Yonge and Eglinton Stations 

• Number of closed stations: 6 

• Number of shuttle buses dispatched: 23 buses 

The main output of the tool is the total users’ delay associated with the bus bridging 

under investigation. This number is not measured nor reported by the TTC in their 

2015 reports. Some other scenario specification information is also not reported, and 

some shuttle-bus route information is missing. Accordingly, reasonable assumptions 

are made regarding: 

1) the route terminal from which the bus is dispatched: the closer of the two route 

terminal stations to the disrupted segment end stations is selected 

2) the station to which each bus is initially dispatched: around half the buses are 

assumed to first be dispatched to Bloor-Yonge station (11 shuttle buses) while 

the rest are dispatched to Eglinton station (12 shuttle buses) 
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Fig. 7 Disrupted subway segment and the selected bus routes 

Due to the limited data and the limited knowledge of the actual demand and travel 

times when the accident occurred in 2015, it is not feasible to directly validate the 

tool through exact values of direct or indirect user’s delays. However, it is possible to 

roughly validate some of the tool output measurements (e.g., the bus out-of-original 

service and deadhead times) through the bus timestamps related information provided 

in the TTC reports. The tool can also be validated by examining different bus bridging 

scenarios to ensure that the changes in the overall system performance are reasonable. 

Five different scenarios are developed, and each scenario is specified by a change in 

one specification over the ‘baseline’ scenario. The bus-bridging scenarios tested for 

this incident are described in Table 5. 

Table 5 The other bus-bridging scenarios tested for the incident considered 

Bus Bridging Scenario Tested The Modified Specification 

Scenario 0: “Baseline Scenario” No modifications 

Scenario 1: “Shorter Incident” Incident duration reduced from 31mins to 25mins 

Scenario 2: “BY ALL” 
All shuttle buses are dispatched to Bloor-Yonge 

station first 

Scenario 3: “Eglinton ALL” 
All shuttle buses are dispatched to Eglinton station 

first 

Scenario 4: “Fewer Buses” Number of shuttle buses reduced from 23 to 15 

Scenario 5: “Different Routes” Shuttle buses are dispatched from nearby routes. 
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Scenarios 2 and 3 represent two extreme cases from which all buses will initially 

start the shuttle service from the same end station. Fig.8 and Fig. 9 illustrate 

scenarios 2 and 3, respectively.  

 

 
In scenario 4, all buses that did not make it to the disrupted segment before the 

end of the incident are removed, thus reducing the total number of dispatched 

buses from 23 to 15 shuttle-bus. The reduction of eight buses is assigned equally 

to routes 59, 96, 36, 17, 34, 85, 199, and 106 (see Fig. 7). Although route 34 had 

three buses pulled from it originally, only one bus is reduced in this scenario. Fig. 

10 illustrates the newly selected bus routes in scenario 5. Each route has one 

shuttle bus pulled from it, except for bus routes 34, 52, 54 and 165, where two 

buses are pulled from each. Comparing both maps show that the original 

terminal-station of the newly selected shuttle-bus routes are closer to the incident 

location with higher concentration around the disrupted segment. The actual and 

the modified bus bridging scenarios are evaluated through the tool. The results 

are presented next. 
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Fig.8 Scenario 2 showing 23 buses 

dispatched initially from Bloor Station 

 

 

Fig. 9 Scenario 3 showing 23 buses 

dispatched initially from Eglinton 

Station 
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Fig. 10 Scenario 5 showing 23 buses dispatched from alternative nearby routes 

3.3 Bus Bridging Scenarios: Evaluation and Discussion 

The tool models and calculates detailed output measurements for each tested scenario, 

as indicated in section 2.3, through which aggregate measurements and comparisons 

are made between the six scenarios. However, more detailed ‘disaggregate’ analysis, 

at the station or shuttle bus level is also possible through the tool output referred to in 

section 2.3. For this case study, the assessment and comparison of each scenario is 

done through the following output measurements: 

• subway passengers’ delay 

• bus riders’ delays 

• total buses out-of-original-service time 

• total bus dead-head time 

• total wasted time of buses 

• percentage of utilized shuttle buses  

In order to validate the output of the tool, the estimated values of the last four 

measurements are compared against their corresponding observed values, for the 

baseline scenario. The observed values of theses four measurements are calculated 

through the shuttle bus timestamp information disclosed in the TTC incident report. 

The validation results are reported in Table 6. The percentage deviation reported in 

the table is measured as the percentage change between the observed and estimated 

values relative to the observed value. Users’ delay values are not provided in the TTC 

reports, as mentioned earlier, and hence cannot be validated. 
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Table 6 Validation results of the baseline bus bridging scenario 

Performance 

Measures 
Observed Values Estimated Values Deviation 

Total buses out-of-

original-service time 

(buses-mins) 
1,002  881  -12% 

Total bus dead-head 

time (buses-mins) 
914 690 -24.5% 

total wasted time of 

buses (buses-mins) 
241 341 +41.5% 

Percentage of utilized 

shuttle buses 
69% 65% - 6.25% 

The absolute value of the percentage deviation in the four output measurements 

ranges from 6.25% to 41.5%, as clear from Table 6. The deviation (i.e., error) is likely 

attributed to the following factors: 1) the difference between the demand and travel 

time values used in this study (described in section 3.1) and the actual values 

experienced when the accident occurred in 2015, which we have limited knowledge 

of; 2) the exact end station to which each bus was initially dispatched is not disclosed 

in the TTC reports, that we had to make a random assumption in our analysis for the 

initial dispatch direction of each bus. The difference between the randomly assigned 

dispatch directions and the actual ones (that we have zero knowledge of) can also 

affect the validation results; and 3) in our analysis, we assumed that if two or more 

buses are dispatched from the same route, they will not be consecutive. However, the 

time gaps reported between the successive dispatched buses in some cases were very 

small compared to the route service headway.   

Fig. 11 summarizes the tool’s output performance measures with respect to transit 

users. The results show that subway passengers’ delays far outweigh bus riders’ 

delays in all scenarios. In the baseline scenario, the total subway passenger delay 

amounted to 2,767 passenger-hrs, while the affected bus users experienced a total 

delay of 59 passenger-hrs. The User’s Delay Modelling tool shows that a 5-min 

reduction in the incident duration would reduce subway passengers’ delay by 953 

passenger-hrs. Although this is the sharpest decrease among all tested scenarios, all 

others reduce users’ delay except for scenario 2. Scenarios 2 and 3 represent two 

extreme cases showing two opposite outcomes as compared to the baseline scenario. 

The tool reports an increase in subway passengers’ delay by 68 passengers-hrs in 

scenario 2 and a decrease by 65 passengers-hrs in scenario 3. A similar pattern is also 

observed in bus riders’ delay which, indicating that scenario 2 is not recommended 

based on the total transit users delay. On the other hand, the tool reports significant 

saving for subway passengers’ delay (158 passenger-hrs) and bus riders’ delays 

(around 20%) in scenario 5. This is expected as taking buses from nearby routes 

reduce the travel time of shuttle buses and increase bus on-shuttle-service time. 

Furthermore, the lowest reported bus riders’ delay is when the number of buses is 

reduced to 15 shuttle-buses. It is important to note that the subway passengers’ delay 

did not change for this scenario because all removed buses did not serve the disrupted 
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segment originally. Thus, this sharp reduction (51%) in the bus riders’ delay is 

expected compared to the initial scenario. 

 

 
Fig. 12 presents the tool’s output performance measures with respect to transit 

operations. The tool shows an increase in the total out-of-original-service time, dead-

head time, and waste time in scenario 2. The increase in out-of-original-service time 

is due to the increase in both deadhead time and waste time. This implies that the 

travel time of shuttle buses is higher, and the on-shuttle-service time is lower than the 

actual scenario, which is reflected by the increase in users’ delay described above. On 

the other hand, in scenario 3 where all shuttle buses are dispatched to Eglinton station 

first, the recorded waste-time savings are 248 bus-mins, which confirms the reduction 

in users’ delay. The total out-of-service time in scenario 4 decreases as all non-utilized 

buses are originally not dispatched. This is justified by the observed zero wasted time 

and sharp decrease in dead-head time (50%). The tool also shows no wasted time in 

scenario 5 as shuttle buses are pulled from nearby routes. Therefore, all buses served 

as shuttle along the disrupted segment which is confirmed by the highest reported on-

shuttle-service time among all scenarios. Having more buses serving, the subway 

passengers’ delay is expected to decrease as described previously. However, when 

the incident duration is reduced, the wasted time increases showing that more buses 

are not utilized. This is expected as more buses will be dispatched without serving as 

shuttle. These buses have a lower dead-head time than the baseline scenario since 

they don not arrive to the disrupted segment during the shortened incident duration 

and return to their original routes before traveling a longer distance. 
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Fig. 12 Output performance measures with respect to transit operations 

Fig. 13 presents the percentage of utilized buses for the 6 scenarios. The lowest 

percentage of utilized buses (36%) is when the incident is cleared after 25 mins, which 

is due to reduced ability of several buses dispatched from farther locations to reach 

the disrupted subway segment before the disruption is resolved. On the other hand, 

almost all buses in scenario 3 are utilized (91%). This is reflected in the reduction of 

the total wasted time noticed previously, in contrast to scenario 2 where half of the 

dispatched buses did not serve as shuttle. 

 
Fig. 13 Percentage of utilized shuttle buses 

3 Conclusion and Future Research 

Bus-bridging is one of the most widely used response strategies to manage rail 

disruption incidents among transit agencies. However, transit agencies normally use 

experience and ad-hoc approaches to handle disruptions by dispatching buses from 

scheduled bus services, with limited ability to quantify the impacts on users’ delays 

at the system level. Researchers have tackled the bus-bridging problem from different 

perspectives, while very few have focused on quantifying transit users’ delays when 
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shuttle buses serve parallel to the disrupted segment, without generating a temporary 

shuttle-bus network.  

This study presents a model, denoted as the ‘Users’ Delay Modelling Tool’, that 

employs an analytical approach to estimating the impact of user-specified bus 

bridging scenarios on the total users’ delay and other system performance measures. 

The tool takes as input the specifications of the bus bridging scenario under 

investigation, transit demand and service related data, and network travel time 

information. A macroscopic (deterministic queueing) approach is used for modelling 

metro passengers’ arrival and service dynamics during disruption. This tool can hence 

be utilized by operations control staff to analyse different potential bus bridging plans 

and select the most appropriate one based on the estimated total (direct and indirect) 

users’ delays as well as other system performance measures. The tool is tested through 

a case study of the TTC, the public transit provider in the City of Toronto. 

While a simulation model was used to approximate the availability of highly detailed 

sensor data of passenger and vehicle movements, the usability of this tool would be 

greatly enhanced if tied into both real-time and off-line sources of data.  These include 

AVL data, APC data and AFC or smart card data.  AVL data would allow the system 

to be aware of precise locations of buses from which shuttles could be selected, in 

order to determine more accurate dispatch times.  APC and AFC data could be used 

in combination to produce more accurate ridership data for both metro and bus users. 

The work presented in this study can be extended in the future by including post-

incident analysis to estimate the time required for the remaining passenger queues, at 

the end of disruption, to dissipate. This time can be added to the total user’s delay 

caused by the disruption. Additionally, adjustments can be made to the tool to relax 

the assumption of zero passengers leaving the system during disruption by 

considering possible reduction in the shuttle service demand. 

The second phase of this study involves utilizing this tool within an optimization 

framework to determine the optimal routes from which to retract shuttle buses and the 

number of buses to pull from each route. More specifically, the optimization 

algorithm would use the users’ delay tool to produce an estimate of the total user delay 

associated with each bus bridging assignment plan. To pave the road towards 

optimization, further sensitivity analysis for different parameters (e.g. dispatch time 

of shuttle buses, adding more buses, increasing the crush capacity of buses, etc.) could 

be used to determine the main factors affecting the delay and shuttle buses. 
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